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Abstract

An on-line numerical database system, that is based on the concept of a weighted search tree and which functions like a file directory, is introduced. The system, which is designed to aid in reducing time-consuming redundant calculations in numerically intensive computations, can be used to fetch, insert and delete items from a dynamically generated list in optimal \( \sigma (\log n) \) where \( n \) is the number of items in the list] time. Items in the list are ordered according to a priority queue with the initial priority for each element set either automatically or by a user supplied algorithm. The priority queue is updated on-the-fly to reflect element hit frequency. Items can be added to a database so long as there is space to accommodate them, and when there is not, the lowest priority element(s) is removed to make room for an incoming element(s) with higher priority. The system acts passively and therefore can be applied to any number of databases, with the same or different structures, within a single application.

PROGRAM SUMMARY

Title of program: WSTREE

Catalogue number: ACTZ

CPC Program Library, Queens University of Belfast, N. Ireland (see application form in this issue)

Licencing provisions: none

Computer: IBM 3090/600J

Operating system: MVS/XA

Programming language used: FORTRAN

Memory required to execute with typical data: The seven routines that comprise the weighted search tree (wst) require a total of 25469 bytes of memory space on the IBM 3090 mainframe computer. The main program and the tree and data buffer storage requirements are over and above this base amount.

Peripherals used: none

No. of lines in distributed program, including test data, etc.: 1947 (321 in sample DRIVER, 1626 in WSTREE package)

Keywords: heap, binary tree, AVL tree, weighted search tree, linked list, multi-list representation, dynamic storage, priority strategy, numerical database, on-line database, file directory system

Nature of physical problem

Scientific computing applications frequently involve redundant calculations. This occurs either because the number of
numbers that need to be calculated is too large to be stored in memory or they occur in unknown combinations so pregeneration, which would allow them to be ordered separately and efficiently so a simple binary look up could be used, is impracticable or impossible. The \textit{wst} numerical database system introduced here [1–3] can be used to circumvent this problem as it enables one to perform the on-line search of an existing data structure for a particular element and use it if it is found, but if it is not found, it allows generated results to be added to the list so they can be reused as necessary at a later stage in the calculation. Typically this \textit{modus operandi} yields a two fold gain, namely, needed results are calculated only once and unneeded results are never generated.

When the database is full, which occurs when either the tree or associated storage arrays have reached their maximum capacity, one or perhaps even several elements, depending on the size of the incoming data set, have to be deleted before new information can be added to the database. In the sample program the delete option is exercised when the incoming element has a higher priority than the lowest priority element in the database. The deletion process checks to see if the free space generated by deleting the lowest priority node suffices to accommodate the incoming data, and if it does not additional nodes are deleted, provided or course that their priorities are less than that of the incoming node, until sufficient free space is obtained. Whenever the delete option is invoked, it is the lowest priority node that is removed from the database.

\textbf{Method of solution}

A \textit{wst} system solves the problem described above with a series of routines that have optimal time and space complexities. Within the \textit{wst}, search, insert and delete operations on dynamically generated lists of length \( n \) execute in times that go as \( \sigma(\log n) \). In addition, the \textit{wst} saves space by using a multi-list representation for the height balanced tree that is the backbone structure of the database system. A full discussion of the theory behind the \textit{wst} structure can be found in Ref. [3].

\textbf{Restrictions on the complexity of the problem}

The maximum number of nodes in a \textit{wst} is set by user. If the pointers are \( n \) bit integer words, the theoretical limit on the maximum number is \( 2^n - 1 \). In actual practice, however, the number will usually be much less than this.

\textbf{Typical running time: 0.14 ms/item on an IBM 3090/600J}

\textbf{Unusual features of the program}

Intrinsic logical AND and SHIFT functions for integers, which are called \texttt{IAND} and \texttt{ISHFT} in the \textit{wst} routines [4], are used for bit operations to encode and decode the priority and balance factor that are stored as a single integer word.

\textbf{References}


\section*{LONG WRITE-UP}

\section*{1. Introduction}

Scientific computing applications frequently involve redundant calculations. This occurs either because the number of numbers that need to be calculated is too large to store in memory or they occur in unknown combinations so pregeneration, which would allow them to be ordered efficiently so a simple binary look up could be used, is impracticable or impossible. An on-line numerical database system [1–3] can be used to circumvent this problem as it allows an existing database to be searched for a particular element and the information used when it is found, but if it is not found the element can be generated and then added to the list so it can be reused as necessary at a later stage in the calculation. Typically this \textit{modus operandi} yields a two fold gain, namely, needed results are calculated only once and unneeded results are never generated. Although this is clearly the procedure of choice, it is usually a nontrivial objective to achieve. The numerical database routines in the WSTREE package allow this to be achieved in a FORTRAN software environment.

The numerical database system introduced in this paper has 3 operations: search, insert and delete. An abstract data structure called a \textit{weighted search tree (wst)} [3], which is the combination of a priority queue (heap) [4] and a height-balanced AVL tree [2,3,5–7], is used to maintain the system. Each element in a list is associated with a node in a binary tree which uses left-link and right-link pointers to specify, respectively, the left and the right subtree of each node. By construction the index of the left (right)
Fig. 1. Unbalanced binary tree. The original insertion order is indicated on the left. The tree on the right is unbalanced binary tree constructed by the insertion order list on the left.

subtree is less (greater) than the index of the parent node. This left-right structure applies to every node in the tree. By requiring the tree to be height balanced, optimal $\Theta(\log n)$ time [5–7] for operations on lists of length $n$ can be achieved. The height of any tree or subtree is defined to be the maximum number of steps from its root to its apex. If the height of the left subtree of a node is $h_L$ and the height of the right subtree is $h_R$, then the tree is said to be height-balanced modulo one if and only if $|h_L - h_R| \leq 1$ for every node in the tree. The balanced factor (BF) of a node is defined to be $h_L - h_R$. For any node in an AVL-tree the balance factor is either $-1$, $0$ or $+1$. The association of list elements with nodes in a tree is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 which show, respectively, the insertion order for list elements together with its unbalanced and height-balanced representations.

Fig. 2. Height-balanced binary tree. The number above the circles are the balanced factors, $-1$ if the subtree to the right is one node longer than the one to the left, $0$ if the left and right subtrees are the same length, and $+1$ if the subtree to the left is one node longer than the one to the right.
Fig. 3. Multi-list representation. (a) Simple typical type multilist representation. (b) Schematic representation of (a). Each node for both representations has two links which allow one to compute not only left child and right child but also parent node position.

The data structure that is used for constructing our numerical database system is actually a modification of a height-balanced binary tree. As indicated above, a normal height-balanced binary tree has two links per node which point to the left child and right child of the parent node. The new data structure, which is a multi-list representation [3,7,8] of height-balanced tree, also has two links per node. However, these two links allow one to determine not only the left child and right child but the position of the parent node as well. This feature is important because maintaining the wst heap structure, which is required for superimposing on the tree an organization of the nodes according to their priority, requires parent node position information. A portion of a multi-list representation of a tree is shown in Fig. 3. The feature that two links in multi-list representation suffices to additionally compute the position of the parent node saves space and renders the system space optimal. Fig. 4 is a multi-list representation of the height balanced binary tree shown in Fig. 2.

Our on-line database system has a delete operation. This is an essential feature when dealing with data structures that are either larger than the memory capacity of the machine being used or one is working in a programming environment that does not allow for dynamic allocation of storage. When the database is full, which occurs when either the tree or associated storage arrays have reached their maximum capacity, one or perhaps even several elements, depending on the size of incoming data set, have to be deleted before the new information can be stored in the database. Of course, the deletion option should only be exercised if the incoming element has a higher priority than the lowest priority element in the database. The deletion process checks to see if the free space generated by deleting the
lowest priority node suffices to accommodate the incoming data, and if it does not, additional nodes are deleted, provided of course that their priorities are less than that of the incoming node, until sufficient free space is obtained. Whenever the deletion option is invoked, it is always the lowest priority node that is deleted from the database. The ordering of node in the tree according to priority is maintained by the heap structure, see Fig. 4b. Specifically, the ordering is kept such that the priority of the \( i \)th node is always lower than that of the \( 2 \times i \)th and \( 2 \times (i + 1) \)th nodes where \( 1 \leq i \leq \lfloor n/2 \rfloor \) and \( n \) is the maximum number of nodes in the tree [4]. The first node always has the lowest priority and is therefore the one that is deleted when the deletion option is exercised.

The database system introduced here, functions like a management system for disk files. Specifically, the system handles the bookkeeping for storing data (files) of various lengths in (on) a fixed size array (disk). Data are stored in the array as linked allocations [9] with the \( \ast wst \) (file directory algorithm) managing the space. As shown in Fig. 5, the location of information associated with a node in the \( \ast wst \) is determined by two data elements stored with each node, a data location or head pointer, which is an index that points to the location in a BUFFER array where the first element is actually stored and, as well, the location in the associated link-list array called LLBUFF that holds the pointer for the second element, etc., and a counter size, which specifies the number of fixed size blocks in storage associated with the node. For example, in Fig. 5, the head pointer is 4 and the size of the data set is 6. The 4 is the index of BUFFER where the first element is found as well as the index of LLBUFF which specifies the location of the next element, LLBUFF(4) = 5, and so on. Hence, as indicated, the 6 data elements associated with the node are located in BUFFER(4), BUFFER(5), BUFFER(6), BUFFER(7),...
Fig. 5. Data allocation. The nodes in a WST can be used as a directory system. The two data entries LO and SZ that follow the key indicate the location and size of a data associated with the node. In the example shown LO = 4 and SZ = 6. The elements in LLBUFF point to blocks in BUFFER that are associated with the node. Given LO and SZ, one can retrieve all the data in BUFFER by using LLBUFF. The crosshatched blocks in BUFFER are occupied by data elements.

BUFFER(10), and BUFFER(11). Note that there is a redundancy that is built in as LLBUFF(11) = -1 indicates that there are no additional elements associated with the node. This redundancy is necessary to achieve efficient management of the system since if the size of a block is not known, element by element checking would be necessary to determine, for example, the amount of free space that could be gained by deleting it from the database.

For applications that have a single or fixed number of elements associated with each node, the redundancy referred to above can be removed without any loss as only the first of the two data elements is needed to maintain the structure of the database. In fact, for the fixed-buffer size scenario the link-list array is unnecessary as only fixed-length blocks of data are stored in the buffer and only the starting address or location is required for retrieving any specific one. As this can lead to considerable savings, it is handled as a separate special case in the WST package. A further simplification can be realized if the stored information is fixed-length integer data as it can then be stored directly in the tree as additional data elements per node, a situation that even eliminates the need for keeping a data location index. As the latter is a very trivial modification of the fixed-buffer size scenario it is not treated separately in the WST package. In the discussion that follows, the general case is presented with comments regarding special cases only given when the simplifications to the general results are not straightforward. For the management of free space, the free blocks in the buffer are linked together as shown in Fig. 6, with a link-list specification using the first three entries of LLBUFF in the same way as for the storage of data.
Data

Information can be stored directly in the tree as integer data, provided the number of such items per node is fixed. Two data elements are reserved for specifying the location and size of information stored in the auxiliary buffer array. This suffices because the data allocation type used for the auxiliary buffer is a linked list so specifying the head of the list and the total number of elements in it is sufficient to retrieved all members. Specifically, if the auxiliary array is called BUFFER and I is the head pointer stored in the WST as the node location element, then the first data element is BUFFER(I) and the second and all subsequent elements are also found in BUFFER(I) but with the simple substitution I ← LLBUFF(I) where LLBUFF is an integer array that maintains the linked list. The number of reserved data elements can be reduced to one and the need for a link-list array eliminated when the information stored in the buffer has a fixed-length rather than a mixed length. Therefore the WST package treats the fixed-buffer and mixed-buffer length cases separately, see below, since the former can be handled with less overhead and therefore with algorithms that execute more efficiently.

Priority and balance factor

The priority and balance factor are packed into a single integer word. Since the balance factor (BF) requires only two bits, the first two left-most bits in an integer word are used for it and the other 30 bits are used for the priority. The priority scheme consists of two parts: a base priority which reflects the initial value of the node and is under user control and the hit frequency which measures the frequency of use of the node information. The scheme employed in the sample program is a simple one: the first 8 right-most bits are reserved for the base priority and the remaining 22 bits for the hit-frequency times the base priority. The actual value assigned for the priority is therefore the hit frequency times the base priority plus the base priority. For example, if a particular data time has a base priority of 7 and a current hit frequency of 16 then the current assigned priority value is simply $16 \times 7 \times 256 + 7 = 28679$. To decode the priority and balance factor information the intrinsic functions ISHIFT and IAND can be used [10]. For example, IAND(I,Z3FFFFFFF) can be used on an IBM system to extract the priority from I and ISHIFT(I, −30) gives the balance factor. In the WST a balance factor of 0 is used to indicate that the heights of left-subtree and right-subtree are equal, while if it is 2 the height of the left-subtree is one greater than that of the right-subtree, and if it is 3 the height of left-subtree is one less than that of the right-subtree. To encode the priority IP and balance factor IB into a single integer I, the elementary function ISHIFT(IB,30) is added to IP, $I = ISHIFT(IB,30) + IP$.

Links

The number of elements dedicated to bookkeeping information in each node is fixed. For the published version of the code this number is two, one for the left-link (LL) pointer and one for the right-link (RL) pointer. A schematic diagram that illustrates the linkage is given in Fig. 3. Further details regarding the WST logic will not be given here. Readers interested in that aspect of the problem are referred to Ref. [3]. The theoretical maximum number of nodes a tree can have is $2^n - 1$ where $n$ is the number of bits assigned to each pointer. Since this is a large number if the pointers are full integer words, one can economize, for example, by packing the bookkeeping information into one integer word.

The first eleven elements of the tree array, ID(−10) to ID(0), are parameters that specify its structure and provide other information associated with the fetch, insert and delete operations:

- ID(−10) = number of nodes currently in the tree;
- ID(−9) = maximum nodes in the tree;
- ID(−8) = location of the parent node at ID(−7);
- ID(−7) = location of the node to be balanced;
ID(-6) = location of the parent node at ID(-5);
ID(-5) = location of the current node;
ID(-4) = number of integer words per node for the key;
ID(-3) = number of integer words per node for the key and data;
ID(-2) = ID(-3) + 1, location of the priority and balance factor in a node;
ID(-1) = location of the next available node in the tree array;
ID(0) = root node pointer (negative one for a null tree).

As pointed out above, the number of integer data elements per node is at least two, one to specify the location of the first element in the auxiliary buffer array and the other to give its size. (Integer data can be stored directly in the tree – eliminating the need for an auxiliary buffer – provided the number of elements per node is fixed.)

3. Algorithms in the package

The WSTREE package consists of seven main subprograms: TSET, TCHK, TADD, TINS, TDEL, TOUT, TMRG. In typical applications, calls to only five (TSET, TCHK, TADD, TOUT, TMRG) of these seven subroutines are made. However, TADD uses two additional subroutines, TINS and TDEL, for inserting and deleting nodes from the WST. The function of each of these programs is described in this section. A flow chart for a typical application using the WSTREE routines is given in Fig. 7. It is important to note that the routines are generic and passive. They are generic because they can be used for one or more trees in an application with each tree having a different structure. And they are passive because they work on elements in the tree arrays and need no information other than that provided by the tree about itself. So, for example, there could be five fetch/insert operations on a tree ID1 and then two on a different one called ID2 followed by seven more on ID1, etc., all without resetting or reinitializing anything. Details about each of the seven WSTREE routines follows.

Before an array can be used as a tree, it must be initialized. This is done with a call to the subprogram TSET which has two entries, one for the tree with an auxiliary linked-list [TSETLL] and another for the one without (list-free) [TSETLF]:

TSET ...

entry TSETLL(ID,MXNODE,NKEY,NDAT,LLBUFF,MXBUFF)
entry TSETLF(ID,MXNODE,NKEY,NDAT)

ID = linear integer array that is to be used as a tree, ID(-10:MXSIZE) where MXSIZE = (MXNODE + 1)*(NKEY + NDAT + 3);
MXNODE = maximum number of nodes the WST array will accommodate;
NKEY = number of integer words per node dedicated to the key;
NDAT = number of integer words per node dedicated to the data;
LLBUFF = linear integer array that holds pointer information for the buffer, LLBUFF(-2:MXBUFF);
MXBUFF = size of the linear buffer array where information is stored, that is BUFFER(1:MXBUFF).

In addition to the obvious assignments, see the definitions for ID(-10) to ID(0) given above, a call to TSET initializes the tree by setting ID(-10), ID(-5) and ID(-1) to zero and ID(-8), ID(-7), ID(-6) and ID(0), the root node pointer, to minus one. This value for ID(0) is also a flag that serves to indicate
Fig. 7. Flow chart for a typical application using the WSTREE routines. After a KEY is generated, TCHK is called to see if the key already exists in the database. If the answer is yes, the priority is increased and data retrieved. If the answer is no, the insertion procedure is continued. Before an item can be inserted, the tree and free space $fs$ in the buffer must be checked to see if both are sufficient for the incoming data $cs$. If the answer is yes, the incoming record will be inserted (TINS). If the answer is no, items will be deleted from the database, provided their priorities $lp$ are lower than that of the incoming record $cp$, until there is sufficient space to accommodate the new record.

an empty or null tree. Subsequent calls to TSET reinitialize the tree array to null status. Whenever a tree is initialized the information stored in it can no longer be accessed. Indeed, as a precautionary measure, TSET zeros out the tree array: $ID(1) = 0$, ..., $ID(N) = 0$.

As explained above, the integer array LLBUFF holds the pointer information for locations in the array BUFFER where the information associated with each node is stored. This link-list array is
dimensioned LLBUFF(−2:MXBUFF) with LLBUFF(1) to LLBUFF(MXBUFF) used for pointers to actual data elements in BUFFER and LLBUFF(−2) to LLBUFF(0) used for information on the free space in BUFFER. Specifically, LLBUFF(−2) is the head of free space, LLBUFF(−1) is the tail of free space, and LLBUFF(0) is the size of free space. A call to TSET sets LLBUFF(−2) to 1, and LLBUFF(−1) and LLBUFF(0) to MXBUFF.

Before describing the subprograms TCHK, TADD, TINS and TDEL, the algorithms for computing the position of the left child and right child of a particular node need to be introduced. To make the WSTREE package execute efficiently these algorithms have not been separated out as subroutines in the WSTREE package, nonetheless, for convenience they are identified here as if they are subroutines called LCHILD and RCHILD, respectively. The return value $p$ in LCHILD and RCHILD are the left child position and right child position, respectively.

LCHILD($p$)
if LLINK($p$) = nil then
  $p \leftarrow$ nil
else if RLINK(LLINK($p$)) = $p$ then
  if BF($p$) = −1 then
    $p \leftarrow$ LLINK($p$)
  else
    $p \leftarrow$ nil
else
  $p \leftarrow$ LLINK($p$)

RCHILD($p$)
if LLINK($p$) = nil then
  $p \leftarrow$ nil
else if RLINK(LLINK($p$)) = $p$ then
  if BF($p$) = −1 then
    $p \leftarrow$ nil
  else
    $p \leftarrow$ LLINK($p$)
else
  $p \leftarrow$ RLINK(LLINK($p$))

The subprogram TCHK is used for fetch operations. A call to TCHK effects a search of ID to see if it contains a node with a key equal to NKEY. If it does, the program executes a RETURN 1 after increasing the priority of the node that was found by an amount equal to 256 times the base priority and reconstructing the heap. If NKEY is not found, the program executes a normal RETURN and ID(−5) is assigned information on where to insert NKEY into the wst when added via a call to TINS. A schematic of the logic used in TCHK will now be given. The element being sought is $x$ and $t$ refers to the root node:

TCHK(NKEY,ID,*)

NKEY = linear integer array containing the key of the incoming item;
ID = linear integer array that is being used for the tree.
Step 1. Check for a null tree:
   if \( t = \text{nil} \) then
       goto Step 3

Step 2. Compare:
   set \( p \leftarrow t \)
   while \( p \neq \text{nil} \) do Steps 2.1–2.3:
      Step 2.1 if \( \text{KEY}(p) > \text{KEY}(x) \) then \( t \leftarrow p \); call LCHILD(p)
      Step 2.2 elseif \( \text{KEY}(p) < \text{KEY}(x) \) then \( t \leftarrow p \), call RCHILD(p)
      Step 2.3 else
          increase the priority of node \( t \);
          reconstruct the heap;
      RETURN 1
   endwhile

Step 3. RETURN (normal)

The subroutine TADD is used to add an element to an existing database provided space is available. If space is not available and the priority of the incoming element is greater than the lowest priority element currently in the database that element is eliminated to make room for the new one. The last scenario is repeated as necessary and appropriate in an attempt to accommodate the new element. During the execution of the TADD procedure, calls to the subroutines TDEL for deleting the lowest priority node and TINS for inserting the incoming node in the tree are made. These two subroutines are described below. A call to TADD can only be done if the linked-list LLBUFF has been initialized in TSETLL. The logic of the subroutine TADD is the following:

TADD(NKEY,NDAT,BULOAD,NOSIZE,NPBASE,ID,BUFFER,LLBUFF)

NKEY = linear integer array containing the key of the incoming item;
NDAT = linear integer array containing the data of the incoming item;
BULOAD = linear real array were the incoming data elements are stored;
NOSIZE = size of the incoming data item;
NPBASE = base priority that is to be assigned to the incoming item;
ID = linear integer array that is being used for the tree;
BUFFER = linear array where the BULOAD elements are to be stored;
LLBUFF = linear integer array that hold pointer information for BUFFER.

Step 1. Check if either the tree or buffer is full:
   if yes, check if the priority of the incoming item is higher than that of lowest priority node in the tree
      if yes, delete lowest priority node
          (call TDEL)
          goto Step 1
      else goto Step 3
Step 2. Insert the incoming item into the database (call TINS)
Step 3. RETURN
The subroutine TINS is used to insert a node into the wst. TINS must be preceded by a call to TCHK, which checks to see whether or not the item NKEY is already in the wst. After inserting NKEY into the wst, TINS reconstructs the heap.

TINS(NKEY,ID)

NKEY = linear integer array containing the key of the incoming item;
ID = linear integer array that is being used for the tree.

Step 1. Insert new node into the tree:
   if tree is empty then
      Set p ← x, left child of x ← nil, right child of y ← nil
Step 2. Balance the tree:
   If height difference > 1 rotate the tree, reset the tree
Step 3. Reconstruct the heap
Step 4. RETURN (normal)

The subroutine TDEL deletes the lowest priority node from a wst. This is a necessary feature for an
general fixed-space, on-line system since a situation can be encountered where either the tree or the auxiliary
buffer is full, and a node with a higher priority than the lowest priority node in the tree needs to be
added to the wst. The subroutine TDEL can be executed to make space for the incoming item.

TDEL(ID)

ID = linear integer array that is being used for the tree.

Step 1. Find x along a path from the root node to node y:
   p ← ROOT;
   while (p ≠ y) do
      if (p satisfies one of the conditions for x) then x ← p;
      if (KEY(p) > KEY(y)) then call LCHILD(p);
      else if (KEY(p) < KEY(y)) then call RCHILD(p);
   endwhile
Step 2. Delete node y in the linear tree array:
   if (left child of y = null) then
      if (right child of y ≠ null) then call RCHILD(y)
      else y ← null
   else if (right child of y = null) then call LCHILD(y)
   else begin
      z ← the node contains the largest key value smaller than KEY(y);
      i ← y;
      while (i ≠ null) do
         if (i satisfies one of the conditions for x) then x ← i;
         if (KEY(i) > !KEY(z)) then call LCHILD(i);
         else if (KEY(i) < KEY(z)) then call RCHILD(i);
      endwhile
      y ← z;
   end
The subroutine TINS is used to insert a node into the wst. TINS must be preceded by a call to TCHK which checks to see whether or not the item NKEY is already in the wst. After inserting NKEY into the wst, TINS reconstructs the heap.

TINS(NKEY,ID)

NKEY = linear integer array containing the key of the incoming item;
ID = linear integer array that is being used for the tree.

Step 1. Insert new node into the tree:
   if tree is empty then
      Set p ← x, left child of x ← nil, right child of y ← nil
Step 2. Balance the tree:
   If height difference > 1 rotate the tree, reset the tree
Step 3. Reconstruct the heap
Step 4. RETURN (normal)

The subroutine TDEL deletes the lowest priority node from a wst. This is a necessary feature for a fixed-space, on-line system since a situation can be encountered where either the tree or the auxiliary buffer is full, and a node with a higher priority than the lowest priority node in the tree needs to be added to the wst. The subroutine TDEL can be executed to make space for the incoming item.

TDEL(ID)

ID = linear integer array that is being used for the tree.

Step 1. Find x along a path from the root node to node y:
   p ← ROOT;
   while (p ≠ y) do
      if (p satisfies one of the conditions for x) then x ← p;
      if (KEY(p) > KEY(y)) then call LCHILD(p);
      else if (KEY(p) < KEY(y)) then call RCHILD(p);
   endwhile
Step 2. Delete node y in the linear tree array:
   if (left child of y = null) then
      if (right child of y ≠ null) then call RCHILD(y)
      else y ← null
   else if (right child of y = null) then call LCHILD(y)
   else begin
      z ← the node contains the largest key value smaller than KEY(y);
      i ← y;
      while (i ≠ null) do
         if (i satisfies one of the conditions for x) then x ← i;
         if (KEY(i) > (KEY(z))) then call LCHILD(i);
         else if (KEY(i) < KEY(z)) then call RCHILD(i);
      endwhile
      y ← z;
   end
Step 3. Balance the tree:

\[
\text{while } (x \text{ is not a leaf}) \text{ do} \\
\quad \text{if (height difference of subtrees of } x > 1) \text{ then rotate;} \\
\quad \text{if (KEY}(y) < \text{KEY}(x)) \text{ then call RCHILD}(x); \\
\quad \text{else call LCHILD}(x); \\
\text{endwhile}
\]

Step 4. Reconstruct the heap
Step 5. RETURN (normal)

The subroutine TOUT can be used to traverse \textit{wst} to find specific nodes:

\[
\text{TOUT(NFILE,NAD,MINT,MINT,NSTEP,ID)}
\]

\text{NFILE} = file number of the output device where node information is to be written; if \text{NFILE} = 0 output is suppressed;

\text{NAD} = 1 if the traversal is to be in traversed in ascending order, otherwise it will be traversed in descending order;

\text{MIN} = number of the first node that is to be retrieved;

\text{MAX} = number of the final node that is to be retrieved;

\text{NSTEP} = step size; nodes that are integer multiples of \text{NSTEP} beyond \text{MIN} up to \text{MAX} will be retrieved;

\text{ID} = name of the tree array that is to be traversed.

The node number, key, and data are written out (\text{NFILE} \neq 0) using the following fixed format: (1X, I6, ',', 2X, 14I5/((10X,14I5)).

The subroutine TMRG can be used to merge two trees that have the same structure. The logic of the routine is very similar to that employed in TOUT. It is included in the WSTREE package so datasets that are generated independently can be merged into a final one. This means a dataset can be generated either as time becomes available on a particular machine or by independent processors running in parallel. By using TMRG, a collection of independently generated datasets can be merged, two at a time, into a final data structure.

\[
\text{TMRG(ID1,BUFF1,LLBF1,ID2,BUFF2,LLBF2,*)}
\]

\text{ID1} = linear integer array 1 that is being used for the tree;

\text{BUFF1} = linear array 1 where the data elements are to be stored;

\text{LLBF1} = linear integer array 1 that hold pointer information for \text{BUFF1}.

\text{ID2} = linear integer array 2 that is being used for the tree;

\text{BUFF2} = linear array 2 where the data elements are to be stored;

\text{LLBF2} = linear integer array 2 that hold pointer information for \text{BUFF2}.

Elements from the first tree are merged into the second. Duplicate entries are eliminated and each entry maintains its assigned priority. If the merge results in an overflow condition, notification is given and the lowest priority item is eliminated in favor of an incoming element with higher priority. If the two trees
WSTREE package are time-optimal, the disk input-output is the slow part of this procedure. But this too can be avoided if rather than writing the output from TOUT to disk it is used directly by TINS to load another duplicate database. Though faster, this procedure would requires double the space.

A breakdown on the storage requirements for routines in WSTREE on an IBM 3090/600J is given in Table 1.

6. Conclusion

The routines in the WSTREE package are simple to use and execute efficiently. In applications where the number of redundant calls to a subprogram is large and the time spent in that subroutine is a sizable fraction of the total cpu time, the use of a wrs for saving intermediate results and thereby reducing the redundancy can result in major gains. An important feature of the WSTREE database system is that while in many ways it is like a file directory system, it goes beyond this because nodes can be assigned priorities and when the assigned storage space is used up there is a deletion mechanism available that allows the user to keep the most valuable information in the database at the expense of throwing out the least valuable.

The routines in the WSTREE package have been written in a manner that makes incorporating them into existing programs an easy task. In particular, the codes are written in FORTRAN as, despite
Table 1
Storage requirements in bytes for routines in the WSTREE package on an IBM 3090/600J. Numbers in parenthesis include array storage for 25000 nodes in the tree and a buffer and pointer arrays of 50000 words each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
<th>Storage (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSET</td>
<td>916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCHK</td>
<td>3060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TADD</td>
<td>1132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TINS</td>
<td>4940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDELT</td>
<td>7944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUT</td>
<td>1876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMRG</td>
<td>5600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTALS(WSTREE)</td>
<td>25468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAND</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIZE</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVER</td>
<td>2804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1402956)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTALS(ALL)</th>
<th>Storage (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1429312)

Attempts to adopt simpler and more powerful languages, this is still the language of choice for most cpu-intense scientific applications. One reason for this is the ready availability of many FORTRAN codes that have been tuned for efficiency, which is particularly important in high-performance computing applications, for scientific applications. Another reason is the efficiency of FORTRAN compilers is generally very high.

The purpose of the WSTREE package is to place in the public domain a set of software tools that allow scientists to incorporate database structures and logic into FORTRAN programs with a minimum of inconvenience. We have found the WSTREE routines extremely useful in numerically intensive applications. It is our hope that others will also.
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